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Suppose x and y are two points in the upper half-plane H+, and suppose r is 
a discontinuous group of conformal automorphisms of H+ having compact 
fundamental domain S. Denote by N&Y, y) the number of points of the form 
yy (y E I-‘) in the closed disc of hyperbolic radius T centered about X, and set 
QT(x,Y) = &+,Y) - WY4 h w ere V(T) is the hyperbolic area of the disc, 
and A is the hyperbolic area of S. The asymptotic behavior of the quantity 
JyX. (Qr(~,y))~ dx dyis estimated in terms of small eigenvalues of the Laplacian 
on functions automorphic under r. 
Let H+ be the upper half-plane with the usual hyperbolic metric ds2 = 
(dx2 + dy2)/y2. Let r be a discontinuous group of conformal automorphisms 
of H+, the group of all conformal automorphisms of Hf being identified with 
PSL(2, R) and acting via: 
a b ! 1 az + b c d :z+------. cz + d 
It is assumed that I’ has compact fundamental domain 9, with hyperbolic 
area A. 
Now suppose x, y E H+. Let Nr(x, y) be the number of points w (y E F) 
in the closed disc of hyperbolic radius T centered at x, i.e., IV,@, y) = 
#by: Y E r, % YY> G Tl w h ere 6 denotes hyperbolic distance. 
Huber has shown [l] that for a fixed x and y, Nr(x, r) - V(T)/A where 
V(T) = area of a hyperbolic disc of radius T. Treating Nr(x, y) as a random 
variable on Y x 9, the purpose of this paper is to show that the variance, 
VarianceWT) = S, S, jNy(x, y) - -J$? ’ dx dy, 
r During the preparation of this paper, the author was partially supported by NSF 
Grant No. GP 42021. 
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depends on the “small” eigenvalues of the laplacian acting on functions auto- 
morphic with respect to r. I would like to thank Professor Burton Rand01 
for several valuable suggestions and conversations in connection with this 
paper. 
Recall that on H+, A = ya(aa/&a + 8/ay2) and since Y is compact, A has 
a discrete set 0 = A, > h, 2 A, > ... of eigenvalues for the problem Af = XJ 
“Small,” here, refers to those eigenvalues in the open interval (-I/4, 0). 
At this point it should be noted that in an interesting recent paper, S. J. 
Patterson [3] has improved on Huber’s asymptotic result for Nr(x, y). In 
Theorem 2, of [3], Patterson shows how the error depends explicitly on the 
eigenvalues in the interval (-3/16,0). By comparison, the explicit contribution 
of X, to the variance can be exhibited even if h, E (-l/4, -3/16]. This improve- 
ment, as in the Euclidean case (Kendall [2]), is achieved at the expense of an 
averaging process. 
Finally, we remark that the result of this paper does not apply to the non- 
compact case, since then NT(x, y) is not in L2(Y x 9’). 
THEOREM. If Al < -l/4 then 
Variance(Nr) = 0( TW) for any 8 > 0. 
Variance(NT) N C1e(1+283T where cl = 2 f --%- 
2 
n=O n + A 
, 
fil = (A, + 1/4)li2 and th e a,‘s are defined by cf, a,xn = (1 - x)1/2. 
COROLLARY. Assumingthat& > l/4,27-1/4 <h, <h,-, < ... <X1 < 0 
and & > fil - l/4 for j = 2,3,..., n then: 
where 
Variance(N=) = 5 fzie(1+2Bj)T + 0(e1’2+2s1)T) 
j=l 
and pi = (hj + l/4)1/2 for j = 1, 2 ,..., N. 
Variance(Nr) = 5 Cje(1+2”j)T + O(T’e’) 
j=l 
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if there is no h = -l/4 and 
Variance(Nr) = 5 ~jeie(‘+20j)T + O(T2er) 
j=l 
if there is a h = - l/4. 
Note. A paper by B. Rand01 [4] shows that “small” eigenvalues can occur. 
The theorem is proved using results of A. Selberg [5]. In his 1956 paper 
on Harmonic Analysis, Selberg derives the following L2 equation: 
2 k(x9 IT) = c WJ %(X) fpJy), 
where x and y are variables from Hf and {~)n}~C,, is a complete orthonormal 
set of eigenfunctions of d automorphic under r and having eigenvalues {Xn}Eo . 
k is a function on H+ x Hf with the property that k(mx, my) = k(x, y) 
for all x, y E H+ and m E PSL(2, Iw). Selberg calls such functions “point-pair” 
invariants. Since, evidently, such a point-pair invariant is a function of any 
strictly monotonic function of the hyperbolic distance between z, and z2, 
we can identify k with a function, called i, on the right half line: 
k(z, 3 x2) = L ( 
II 21 - %2 II2 
YlY2 1 
, Zl = Xl + $1, z2 = x2 + iye E H+ 
where 11 z II denotes Euclidean norm. 
h(/\) is defined in the following way; Selberg shows that if g, is an eigenfunction 
of A on H+ with the eigenvalue h then C+J is also an eigenfunction of any invariant 
integral operator L, , (Lk f (x) = JH+ k(x, y) f (y) dy, k a point-pair invariant of 
suitable decrease). I.e., Ap = Xo, implies Lg = h(X)p Furthermore, the eigen- 
value h(A) depends only on h and k and therefore not on the eigenfunction 9. 
This result, combined with the existence of a “representative” set of eigen- 
functions fs(x + iy) = ys, s E @, x + iy E Hf, leads to an expression for h in 
terms of /\ and k: 
where w = w, + iw, , z = x + iy E H+, s E C, X = s(s - 1). I.e., h(s) wzs = 
.fom $2 m w - z ]12/w8y) yS(dx dy)/y2, and letting w = i, 
h(s)=lmj- ~(x2+(1-y)2)ys@& 
--co 
a change of parameter s = + + ir, and a change of variable lead to: 
h(r) = s,X yir $ lyu, $X)(X - c(y)}+2 dx where c(y) = (~112 - y&)‘. (2) 
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Note that since h = -(t + r2) there are two Y’S for each h except when 
X = -2 which corresponds to Y = 0. In fact, for each h < -+ there are 
two T’S symmetrically placed on the real axis and for each X > --a there are 
two Y’S symmetrically placed on the imaginary axis from +i/2 to --i/2: 
-. .- . 1-x -1 
-1:‘4 0 
i; -i/2 
r A 
Now, the point-pair invariant corresponding to: 
&t) = 
I 
; 
t < 2(cosh T) - 2 
t > 2(cosh T) - 2 
may be inserted in Eq. (1) which then becomes: 
NT@> Y) = 2 kT(X, w) = c hT(U 944 %(Y) (3) 
Ye- 
with the second equation understood in the L2-sense. 
Note that K,(x, w) = 1 if 6(x, ry) < T and k,(x, yy) = 0 if 6(x, ry) > T. 
We next compute h, , regarded as a function of r. From Eq. (2), and the 
fact that c(y) < 2(cosh T) - 2 if and only if e-T < y f eT, we have: 
Thus: 
h,(y) = iTTyir f$ jc;~hT’-2 {x - ~(y)}-l/~ dx. 
hT@) = 2 Ier yi7{2(cosh T) - 2 - c(y)}‘/” $ . 
e-7 
By the change of variable y = 8 and using the identities: 2(coshy) - 2 = 
c(el) = 4(sinh y/2)2 we obtain: 
h,(r) = 4 j-L @“((sinh T/2)2 - (sinh ~/2)~}lf~ dx. 
Another change of variable gives: 
hT(T) = 4T j’ eirrs{(sinh T/2)2 - (sinh TX/~)“}‘/” dx 
-1 
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so 
l+(r) = 8Tf cos rTx((sinh T/2)2 - (sinh Tx/~)~}~/~ dx (4) 
0 
and finally: 
h,(r) = 8T sinh T/2 L1 cos rTx 11 - ( sinh Tx’2 
sinh T/2 )I 
’ “’ dx. (5) 
Going back to Eq. (4) we can see that hr(-J$/2) = V(T) since: 
h,(-&/2) = ST 
s 
’ cos iTx/2{sinh T/2)2 - (sinh TX/~)“}‘!” dx 
0 
gives 
s 
l &(&i/2) = 8T cash Tx/2{(sinh T/2)2 - (sinh Tx/~)~}~/~ dx 
0 
and by the change of variable y = sinh TX/~ we get: 
&(&i/2) = 16 lain” T’2 {(sinh T/2)2 - Y~}~” d’. 
0 
Thus: 
so 
hT( &i/2) = 16 ia (a2 - y2)lj2 dy where a = sinh T/2. 
A,(&@) = 16 ($-) = 4rra2 = &(sinh T/2)a = V(T). 
Combining this result with the fact that cpO = l/(A)‘/“, Eq. (3) now becomes: 
N&&y) = q + x’hT(An) dx> %a(Y) 
(again, in the F-sense). This gives us: 
Variance(Nr) = l9 jY {Nr(x, y) - V( T)/A}2 dx dy = 1’ (hT(hn)}2s 
LEMMA 1. For any 6 > 0, CA,<--f{hT(A,J}2 = O(T6e3. 
Proof. Recall that for X < -;t a corresponding I is real. Letting, for con- 
venience of notation, f(T, x) = (1 - ((sinh Tx/2)/(sinh T/2))2)1/2 Eq. (5) 
becomes: 
h,(r) = 8T sinh T/2 1’ cos rTxf (T, x) dx. 
0 
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Integration by parts yields: 
AT(Y) == 4T j __ 1 sin Y TX sinh TX/Z cash TX/~ dx 
rsinhT/2 ,, .fK -4 
so 
hT(T) = . 
4T 
r smh T/2 (1 
1--r sin Y TX sinh TX/~ cash TX/~ dx 
o f CT, 4 
l 
+L. 
sin rTx sinj($ cash TX/~ dx) 
(6) 
where E > 0 is to be chosen. Applying the second mean value theorem to 
the first integral gives, for some 5 E [O, 1 - ~1: 
s 
l-f sin rTx sinh Txj2 cash Txj2 dx 
0 f (T, 4 
= sinh T(1 - ~)/2 cash T(1 - r)/2 
f(T, 1 - E) I 
1-r sin rTx dx 
b 
= sinh T( I - c)/2 cash T(l - ~)/2 . cos rT[ - coTs rT(l - c) 
.fK 1 - cl 
-O( sinh T(l - ~)j2 cash T(l - ~)/2 rTf(T, 1 - c) 1 * 
Letting E = l/rT 1’S (6 > 0) gives ET -+ 0 as T + c/3, thus: 
sinh 21(’ - ‘) co& T(l - ‘) = O(eT) 
2 2 
and 
f(T, I - l ) = G((l - e-cr)llz) = Q((cT)l”) - Gr ( rr,.&,a ), 
so 
s 
I--F sin rTx sinh TX/~ cash TX/~ dx = o eT 
0 .fK 1 - cl ( 1 *l/ZTl--)a * 
Now consider the second integral in Eq. (6): 
sin rTx sinh TX/~ cash TX/~ dx 
.f CT, 4 I 
< s 
1 sinh TX/~ cash TX/~ dx 
l--E f(Z 4 
= 2(sinh T/2)2 
T -f(T, 1 - 4 = 0 ( r&+ta )- 
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Finally we have 
hT(r) = 0 (6 ( rl,2gl-ta + rl,2;+*s ))= 0 ( Ty$7z )*
Combine this result with the fact that CLareal l/r,,3 < co and Lemma 1 is 
proved. 
LEMMA 2. I-p= (I m r 1 where r corresponds to a X in (-& , 0) then 
h,(r) = (2 io+) e(1/2+6)T + O(eST) 
where the a,‘s are defined by (1 - x)l/z = cf,, a+,xn. 
Proof. Again lettingf(T, x) = (1 - ((sinh Tx/2)/(sinh T/2))7’j2 we have 
h7(r) = 8T sinh T/2 s’ cos rTxf(T, x) dx 
0 
= 8T sinh T/2 1’ cos vTx(l - e(2-1)T)1/2 dx + O(@r) 
0 
since 
If ’ eBrZ((l - e+l)r)llz - j(T, x)) dx ( = 0 ( T sifi T,2 ) 0 
(here we are using the fact that 1 AlI2 - B1i2 1 < 1 A - B [l/z). Now 
I 
1 1 
cos rTx(1 - e h-l,T)l/Z dx = 
f 
dx 
0 0 
where the an’s are the binomial coefficients of (1 - x)1/2, i.e., (1 - x)1/s = 
c” +s a,x* which converges uniformly on the closed interval [O, 11. Thus 
m 
dx = 1 a,e-fir 
?l=O I 
1 
cos r TxenTx dx 
0 
= go ane-nT ( enT(n cos rT + r sin r T) - n (n” + r2)T * 
From this, using Y = $3 for 0 < /3 < G$ , it is readily shown that 
h,(r) = 2 f --%- 
n=o n 4-B 
&/2+6JT + O(e6T) 
Thus Lemma 2 is proved. The theorem and corollary follow from Lemmas 1 
and 2. 
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